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Abstract: The existing fractional grey prediction models mainly use discrete fractional-order 
difference and accumulation, but in the actual modeling, continuous fractional-order calculus has 
been proved to have many excellent properties, such as hereditary. Now there are grey models 
established with continuous fractional-order calculus method, and they have achieved good 
results. However, the models are very complicated in the calculation and are not conducive to the 
actual application. In order to further simplify and improve the grey prediction models with 
continuous fractional-order derivative, we propose a simple and effective grey model based on 
conformable fractional derivatives in this paper, and two practical cases are used to demonstrate 
the validity of the proposed model. 
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1. Introduction  
Fractional calculus has been around for hundreds of years and came around the same time 
as classical calculus. After years of development, fractional calculus has been widely applied in 
control theory, image processing, elastic mechanics, fractal theory, energy, medicine, and other 
fields [1-8]. Fractional calculus is an extension of the integer-order model and the common 
fractional derivatives include Grunwald-Letnikov (GL)[9], Riemann-Liouville (RL)[10], Caputo[11] 
and so on. Although continuous fractional-order grey models have been applied in various fields, 
it is seldom used in the grey systems, while discrete fractional-order is mostly used at present. 
The grey model was first proposed by Professor Deng. It solves the problem of small sample 
modeling, and the grey model does not need to know the distribution rules of data [12]. The 
potential rules of data can be fully mined through sequence accumulation, which has a broad 
application [12]. With the development of grey theory during several decades, grey prediction 
models have been developed very quickly and have been applied to all walks of life. For example, 
Li et al. [13] used a grey prediction model to predict building settlements. Cao et al.[14] proposed 
a dynamic Verhulst model for commodity price and demand prediction. Zhang et al. [15] applied 
a grey prediction model and neural network model for stock prediction. Ma et al. [16] presented 
a multi-variable grey prediction model for China's tourism revenue forecast. Wu et al. [17] 
proposed a fractional grey Bernoulli model to forecast the renewable energy of China. Zeng et al. 
[18] used a new grey model to forecast natural gas demand prediction. Wu et al. [19] put forward 
a fractional grey model for air quality prediction. Ding et al. [20] presented a multivariable grey 
prediction model for the prediction of carbon dioxide in China. Modeling background in the real 
world becomes more and more complex, which puts forward higher requirements for modeling. 
Many scholars have improved various grey prediction models. For example, Xie et al. [21] 
proposed a grey model and the prediction formula can be derived directly from the difference 
equation, which improved the prediction accuracy. Cui et al. [22] presented a grey prediction 
model and it can fit an inhomogeneous sequence, which improved the range of application of the 
model. Chen et al. [23] put forward a nonlinear Bernoulli model, which can capture nonlinear 
characteristics of data. Wu et al. [24] proposed a fractional grey prediction model and it 
successfully extended the integer-order to the fractional-order. At the same time, they proved 
that the fractional-order model had smaller perturbation bounds. Wu et al. [25] put forward a 
fractional-order grey prediction model that was simple in the calculation and was easy to be 
popularized and applied in engineering. Zeng et al. [26] proposed an adaptive grey prediction 
model based on fractional-order accumulation. Wei et al. [27] presented a method for optimizing 
the polynomial model and obtain expected results. Liu et al. [28] proposed a grey Bernoulli 
model based on the Weibull Cumulative Distribution, which improved the modeling accuracy. In 
[29], a mathematical programming model was established to optimize the parameters of grey 
Bernoulli. 
Although the above models have achieved good results, they all use continuous 
integer-order derivatives. In fact, the continuous derivative has many excellent characteristics, 
such as heritability [30]. At present, there is little work on the grey prediction model based on 
continuous fractional derivative, and the corresponding research is still in an early stage. In this 
paper, we propose a new grey model based on a uniform fractional derivative. The organization 
of this paper is as follows: 
In the second section, we introduce a few kinds of fractional-order derivatives. In the third 
section, we show a Grey model with Caputo fractional derivative and in the fourth section, we 
present a new Grey prediction model containing conformable derivative. In the fifth section, we 
give the optimization methods of the order and background-value coefficient. In the sixth section, 
two practical cases are used to verify the validity of the model and the seventh section is a 
summary of the whole paper. 
1. Fractional-order derivative 
A fractional derivative has a variety of definitions and three common forms of it are 
Grunwald-Letnikov (GL), Riemann-Liouville (RL), and Caputo[31]. 
Definition 2.1 GL derivative with order α of function f(t) is defined as  
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Definition 2.2 RL derivative with order α of function f(t) is defined as 
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where ( )RLa tD f t
  is the fractional derivative of RL，a is an initial value,  is the order, ( )  is 
Gamma function. 
Definition 2.3 Caputo derivative with order α of function f(t) is defined as  
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where a  is an initial value， is the order, ( )  is Gamma function. In particular, if the 
derivative order is ranged from 0 to 1, the Caputo derivative can be written as follows 
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Although the above derivatives have been successfully applied in various fields, it is difficult 
to be applied in engineering practice due to the complicated definition and difficulty in the 
calculation. In recent years, some scholars have proposed a simpler fractal derivative called 
conformable derivative [32] defined as follows. 
Definition 2.4 [32] Assume ( )( )T f t  is the derivative operator of :[0, )f   , 
0, (0,1)t   ，and ( )( )T f t  
is defined as  
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when ( , 1]n n  ，f is differentiable at t( t > 0)， -order derivative of the function f is: 
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where d e is the smallest integer greater than or equal to  . 
The conformable derivative has the following properties: 
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where T  is  -order conformable derivative. 
Theorem 2.1 see [32]) Let (0,1]   and f, g be α-differentiable at a point t > 0. Then  
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Based on the above definitions, [33] we give the definitions of conformable fractional-order 
difference and derivative. 
 
Definition 2.7(see 33) ) The conformable fractional accumulation (CFA) of f with α-order is 
expressed as 
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The conformable fractional difference (CFD) of f with α-order is given by 
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Based on the above conclusions, we propose a conformable derivative based on the differential 
mean value theorem and use it in the following model analysis. 
Theorem 2.2 Assume f(x) is continuous in the interval [a, b]，and [ , ]a b  ，we have 
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Where ( ) rf x dx stands for the r-order integral of conformable ( )f x .  
Poof Because f(x) is continuous in the interval [a,b]，and ( )m f x M ，where m,M is the 
minimum and maximum of f(x) in the interval [a,b], we have 
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3.Grey model with Caputo fractional derivative 
Most of the previous grey models were based on integer-order derivatives. Wu first proposed a 
grey prediction model based on the Caputo fractional derivative, and the time response 
sequence of the model was directly derived from the fractional derivative of Caputo, which 
achieved good results [34]. In this section, we will introduce the modeling mechanism of this 
model. 
Definition 3.1 (see [34]) Assume  (0) (0) (0) (0)(1), (2), , ( )X x x x n is a non-negative 
sequence, the gray model with univariate of (0 1)p p  order equation is  
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The winterization equation of GM(p,1) is 
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 Then, the continuous gray model with a single variable is  
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4. Grey system model with conformable fractional derivative  
For the first time, the grey prediction model is constructed with continuous fractional derivative 
and achieves a very good modeling effect. Nevertheless, its calculation is complicated. In this 
section, based on the conformable derivative, we will propose a simpler grey model with 
continuous fractional differential equations, named continuous conformable fractional grey 
model, abbreviated as CCFGM. First we define discrete fractional accumulation. 
Theorem 4.1. The conformable fractional accumulation is 
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Theorem 4.1 is proved. Similarly, the literature [33,36] gives the other two methods to get the 
same result. Next, we will derive the grey differential equation with continuous conformable 
fractional derivatives. 
Assume  (0) (0) (0) (0)(1), (2), , ( )X x x x n is a non-negative data sequence, its fractional 
(0 1)r p  -order winterization equation is  
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( )( )( )rT x t  is the conformable derivative, we call it continuous conformable 
fractional-order derivative. 
Theorem 4.2: The general solution of the conformable fractional-order differential equation is
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Assume a , bˆ  is estimated parameters， (0)ˆ ( )x k is an estimated value of (0) ( )x k ，k is a discrete 
variable with respect to t, then 
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The time response function of the continuous comfortable grey model is 
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Theorem 4.3  
The difference equation of the continuous conformable grey model is 
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Prof： 
Integrate CCFGM with r-order on both sides of Eq(18), 
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( ) ( )rx t  stands for r-order difference，and it is equal to (0)r x . That is we need to calculate 
r-order conformable fractional-order accumulation first, and then calculate 1-order difference. 
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According to the integral mean value theorem Theorem 2.2， 
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 The basic form of CCFGM(1,1) can be written as 
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The parameter estimation of the model is 
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So the smallest a,b in s satisfies 
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5. Optimization of the optimal order and background construction coefficient 
The accumulative order is usually given by default, but in fact, the order and the background 
value as part of the model greatly affect the model accuracy. Their values can be dynamically 
adjusted according to different modeling content. So the correct order and the background value 
coefficient of the model are particularly important. In the following, we first established the 
following mathematical programming model to optimize the two super parameters and used a 
whale optimization algorithm for optimization [35]. 
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6.Application 
In order to verify the validity of the model, we test the model with two practical cases. 
Case 1. Prediction of the number of hepatitis patient in china  
Prediction of the number of hepatitis patients in China. Hepatitis poses a great threat to people's 
health. Accurate prediction of the number of hepatitis infections is helpful for decision-makers to 
carry out effective analysis on the situation of the disease, and then to take a reasonable 
intervention. In this example, we select the data from 2011 to 2016 for fitting and the data from 
2017 to 2018 for testing. The test results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. 
                    
 
 
 
 
                 Table 1. Comparison of test results of the four models.     
Year Raw data GM(1,1) DGM(1,1) FGM Novel model 
2011 1372344 1372344 1372344 1372344 1372344 
2012 1380800 1332032 1332645 1334565 1304524 
2013 1251872 1294526 1294849 1282907 1262879 
2014 1223021 1258075 1258125 1245992 1236293 
2015 1218946 1222651 1222442 1218933 1218944 
2016 1221479 1188224 1187772 1197851 1207452 
MAPE 
 
 
2.56632 
 
2.566 
 
1.928228 
 
1.727 
2017 1283523 1154767 1154084 1180653 1199756 
2018 1280015 1122251 1121353 1166161 1194555 
MAPE 
 
 
11.1781 
 
11.239 
 
8.4547 
 
6.6013 
The test errors are shown in Table 1. The experimental results show that the fitting error and test 
error of the proposed model are 1.7274% and 6.601% respectively, and the fitting error and 
prediction error of the FGM model are 1.928% and 8.454% respectively. The fitting error and test 
error of GM(1,1) are 2.566% and 11.178% respectively, while the fitting error and prediction error 
of DGM model are 2.566% and 11.239% respectively. Accordingly, the errors of our model are 
smaller than other models, which means that our model is superior to other models. 
 
                         Figure 1. Test results of four models. 
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 Figure 2. Error comparison of the four models. 
Case 2. Prediction of carbon dioxide emissions in North America.Carbon dioxide emissions are 
related to the sustainable development of society. Accurate and effective prediction of carbon 
dioxide emission can contribute to effective decision-making and early warning.  
                   Table 2. Comparison of test results of the four models.         
Year Raw data GM(1,1) DGM(1,1) FGM Novel model 
2008 6652.900 6652.900 6652.900 6652.900 6652.900 
2009 6199.200 6340.367 6339.841 6212.987 6454.393 
2010 6434.700 6311.908 6311.533 6318.939 6334.990 
2011 6360.100 6283.577 6283.352 6349.456 6262.088 
2012 6134.000 6255.374 6255.296 6333.740 6217.1903 
2013 6274.900 6227.296 6227.366 6288.732 6189.372 
2014 6310.900 6199.345 6199.561 6224.144 6172.057 
2015 6161.200 6171.519 6171.88 6145.981 6161.241 
2016 6058.200 6143.819 6144.322 6058.200 6154.464 
MAPE  1.434 
 
1.435 
  
0.910 
 
1.714 
 
2017 6040.700 6116.887 6116.887 5963.540 6150.207 
2018 6157.900 6089.575 6089.575 5863.971 6147.526 
MAPE 
 
 
1.18539 
 
1.185 
  
3.025 
 
0.990 
 
Table 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the prediction of carbon dioxide emission with our 
model. From Table 2, we can see that the fitting error and test error of our model are 1.7145% 
and 0.990% respectively. The fitting error and test error of FGM model are 0.910% and 3.025%, 
and GM(1,1) are 1.4342% and 1.185% respectively. The fitting error and test error of DGM are 
1.4354% and 1.1853% respectively. It can be seen that in the testing stage, our model has smaller 
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                        Figure 3. Test results of four models. 
 
Figure 4. Error comparison of the four models. 
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In this paper, we propose a grey predictive model with a conformable fractional derivative. 
Compared with integer derivatives, continuous fractional derivatives have been proved to have 
many excellent properties. However, the most existing grey models are modeled by integer 
derivatives. Secondly, it has been proved that the integer derivative cannot simulate some special 
development laws in nature, and it is not necessarily the optimal parameter of the model., the 
model can be further optimized by extending the grey model with the integer derivative to the 
fractional derivative. In current, there is only one grey model containing continuous 
fractional-order derivative. Although it achieved a good result, its calculation is very complicated 
and it is not conducive to the promotion. Accordingly, this paper proposes a new grey model with 
a conformable fractional-order derivative, further to simplify the calculation of the current grey 
model. Two practical examples show that our model has high precision, and it can be easily 
promoted in engineering. The contributions of this paper are as follows: 
(1) We constructed a fractional-order differential equation with a conformable derivative as a 
whitening form of our model. The basic form of the model in this paper was established by 
deducing the first differential mean value theorem. 
(2) We built the mathematical programming model, optimized the order and background values 
of the model by a whale algorithm, which further improved the prediction accuracy of the model. 
(3) We verify the validity of the model in this paper through two practical cases,. This model with 
a simpler structure can achieve similar or even better accuracy than other models. 
Although the model in this paper has some advantages, it can be further improved from the 
following aspects: 
(1) In order to improve the modeling accuracy of the model, a more efficient optimization 
algorithm can be used to optimize parameters. 
(2) The model proposed in this paper is linear and cannot capture the nonlinear characteristics of 
the data. Accordingly, nonlinear characteristics can be studied for establishing a more universal 
and robust grey prediction model. 
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